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Introduction: 

I wanted to take a different direction than before and thought it would be new to try out a 
underwear producer which not so many people have heard about, the underwear market has since 
the last 5-10 years been a blossoming industry. People want something more to express 
themselves, they want their identity to show through all the way to the underwear. The business 
has had more and more focus on individualism and style and that is exactly what Muchachomalo 
is all about. 

The underwear industry had an industry of around 380 million dollars (2010), but shows a 
decrease on almost 11 million since 2009. So even though the industry itself is in a slight 
decrease, Muchachomalo sells more than ever before (Australia). In china the Underwear 
business is the fastest growing within the textile business and has a significant increase the last 
couple of years. 

In my essay I will elaborate and go in debt on the products, range, customers and segmentation. 
What makes this brand successful, what is the key behind it, this is questions I will elaborate 
further in my essay.  

Literature review: 

My essay is based on information mainly through the internet 

Muchachomalo. (2007). ABOUT. Available: http://www.muchachomalo.com/about-
muchachomalo-underwear. Last accessed 14th April 2011. 

Muchachomalo. (). Fan page. Available: http://www.facebook.com/officialmuchachomalo?ref=ts. 
Last accessed 16th April 2011. 

IBISWorld. (2010). Sleepwear, Underwear and Infant Clothing Manufacturing in Australia. 
Available: http://www.ibisworld.com.au/industry/default.aspx?indid=140. Last accessed 10 April 
2011. 

Alibaba.com. (2010). Underwear Industry Report. Available: 
http://www.docstoc.com/docs/9967387/Underwear-Industry-Report. Last accessed 10 April 
2011. 

I used the internet often for my essay mainly because the product information is more or less 
impossible to find other places. Since it is a “small” sized company it was difficult to find 
information. I found some basic information regarding the industry itself and also some valuable 
statistics that gave me a good indication to the branch and how it runs economically.  

I also found a book of interest which helped for defining different marketing styles. 
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Charles W. Lamb, Joseph F. Hair, Jr., Carl McDaniel. (2007). Marketing 
audit,mix,myopia,objective,plan,planning,strategy. In: Neil, M. Jamie G, B. and John, B. 
MARKETING, 9e. Canada: Thomson Higher Education. p36. p38. p39. p46. p48. p50. 

This is a book found through Google e-books system but later on borrowed in the library. The 
book highlighted many of the questions I were unsure of and gave me good tips for my essay 
writing. 
The most helpful part in the book was the marketing types referred to in my reference over. There 
were also good information on the 4 p`s and diverse marketing in general. As for the Underwear 
business in a whole there is very little info than if you would choose a fast food chain like mc 
donalds. 

MUCHACHOMALO 
Muchachomalo is for many a very unfamiliar brand on the market, it started up late 2007 and has 
gotten bigger and bigger since then. This new Dutch company is known for its daring and 
“spiced” up underwear. Since the brand probably is new and relatively unknown, I would like to 
introduce it and start about their brand personality. As I will go in more debt later on in my essay, 
Muchachomalo is the new trendsetter and comes stronger and stronger in the market as we speak. 
The interesting point here is that the daringness and the waiting has paid off for Muchachomalo, 
they are now a brand worth looking out for and will be a major competitor to the bigger form in 
the years to come 

Brand Personality 
The brand personality in general can be said that it is like a human personality, it`s both distinctive 
and enduring. The Knower`s of Muchachomalo would say that the brand reflects: Seduction, Sexyness, 
Maculinity, Individualism, Adventure, Sensuality, being cool, Lively, and Spirited. These Factors is also 
what I think reflects this brand and this is also the message the creators behind Muchachomalo wants to 
deliver to the public.(1) 

The Marketing Mix 

Product 

The Products itself is considered to be high quality fabric and perfect fit. It is produced in small 
facilities, they state that “Muchachomalo is not only a fashion product, but a lifestyle”(*1) which 
is quite a statement. As said earlier and visible on photo, Muchachomalo is a brand with tons of 
colour, prints and “life” which goes through their line of products. The products is mainly located 
in sertain stores in Europe but is easily ordered trough their webpage with fairly quick shipping 
time. 
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Price 

Muchachomalo does not charge sky high prices for their products such as Armani underwear or 
other similar quality brands, but they have underwear from 10€ and upwards which is a price 
affordable for most people in need of new underwear. Since the start in late 2007 the creators of 
Muchachomalo invested a lot of money for putting this brand on the market and on purpose they 
did not set high prices, a reason for this is that the brand should be affordable but high quality for 
everyone.  
Taken into consideration the market, Muchachomalo has started with a pricerange available and 
affordable to many, in the other sections you have Armani underwear and Bjorn Borg which 
gives seemingly equal products but for a higher price and simpler design. 

Place 

As stated earlier, Muchachomalo is located mainly in Europe for the moment, and has its HQ in 
the Netherlands. As far as I could find, Muchachomalo does not have any specific stores but has a 
lot of sales places mainly in underwear chains. The chains that sells Muchachomalo is regular 
stores with focus on teenagers and people wanting the “little extra”. They are mainly located in 
shopping centers and in places like Andrassy here in Budapest. Due to their splendid locations of 
the sales places, the exposure of the brand is very good. 

Promotion 

Muchachomalo has an interesting but highly effective way of advertise their products, In 
Scandinavia they have a lot`s of advertising in night clubs and own Muchachomalo nights where 
the ones wearing the brand gets free access. On facebook there is a massive advertising for their 
products called the “HERO campaign” For attracting customers and creating something around 
the brand using social networks and good visuals.(2) 

 

Segmentation, Targeting and Positioning 
Segmentation: 

Behavioural: The product is made for the ones that want quality in everyday life as well as 
looking and feeling good. The general attitude towards Muchachomalo is that people accept it as 
a brand, people that wants to express themselves or be different loves these collections. 
 
Psychographic: The attitude and personality to Muchachomalo is stated through its mission: 
“life=party, do not take life so seriously.” Through the whole, Muchachomalo wants people to 
have fun and live life to the max.  

Demographic: Muchachomalo has underwear for both male and females from the age of 10 to 30, 
this is the most appropriate target groups. In the early beginnings of this brand, they did focus 
more on teenagers up to 20-25 but later on they also got themselves a younger section to meet the 
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demands. 
Geographic: They have the same collections everywhere, which is ok because it is easily 
recognized wherever you are, for the moment in restricted places of Europe but will expand later 
on. It is still in the “start phase” but the brand is getting stronger and will therefore be available 
more places. 

Targeting: 

Muchachomalo is targeting people who dare to be different, people that are interested in high 
quality underwear which also states sensuality, daringness and a adventure seeking life. Mainly 
they have the customer group from age10 to 30 years. It is not said that just the one from age 10 
to 30 can use it but that is the targeted group said to want to go with it and appeal to in relation to 
design and colorfulness. Usually the “new” brands in this market goes for a range of this because 
the younger people buys more underwear and they are the ones wanting to personalize their look 
a little bit more. 

 
Positioning: 

Muchachomalo is very aware of their strength as a brand and is quite daring when it comes to 
their relationship with competitors in terms of marketing, in the world of underwear they are very 
good known and a feared competitor. Their price is low and hits a wide variety of clientele. 
Muchachomalo puts a lot into the market to state their distinctiveness and differentiations related 
to the others. 

 

Ansoff Matrix 

(Marketing Penetration) 

Muchachomalo has its own well known 
design/pattern 

Recognizable commercials 

(Product Development) 
 Making other kind of underwear, not so 
“daring” patterns and such but still with 
the same quality to hit a broader public. 

(Market Development) 

Sell Products through website 

Have stands in shopping centers and show 
products in design shows. 

(Diversification) 

 Making other products than underwear such 
as Alcohol(Life=party), T-shirts, and other products 
within their customer range 
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Promotion 
Above the line: 

 As for this company, they are relatively discrete when it comes to advertising in mass media 
such as TV, cinemas radio and so on. Muchachomalo has put its advertising to social Medias 
such as Facebook and Twitter to promote itself, you can sign up for newsletters so that you can 
receive the latest news from the company. Some companies “pushes” commercial on to you as 
soon as you “like” their Facebook page, but Muchachomalo is more discrete which is appreciated 
by their customers 

Under the line: 

Muchachomalo is more a under the line Promotion company, it is the most efficient way and the 
most cost-effective way of promoting. Also here they send Newsletters and in stores they are 
highly profiled and have its own “wall” or “corner” in the stores for exclusivity. 

 

The “Voice of the Brand” 
 
Muchachomalo uses a very fun and fresh way for their voice out to the people. The business of 
underwear is highly underestimated and is by many seen as a boring and dull business where it is 
supposed to be black and white and simple patterns. In 2011 it is new times and that demands 
new products, all around us we can see that the boxer producers comes more and more out in 
stores and in marketing and advertisements.  And I will also elaborate how Muchachomalo sets a 
new standard in the markert when it comes to market themselves and the payoff for being 
creative and think outside the box as they have done since 2007 

A good example would be Armani and their simple way of showing monotonous colors, and 
simple black and white boxers (3). It is just not enough for Muchachomalo which wants to take 
the underwear industry out of that “shell”.  

In many cases the industry has been set into this “shell” as I mentioned earlier, standard colors, 
no specific patterns, no innovation, and no daringness. The business can be seen as dull and 
simple and really needs someone like Muchachomalo to grow and get new customers understand 
that it should be fun also, it is not taboo to be different. 

The best example of Muchachomalo`s step into the business is the very visible “copy” from the 
world famous tennis star Bjorn Borg. Bjorn Borg has been extremely popular amongst people in 
all age when it comes to underwear, they were cool, but in a modest way, they were for everyone, 
and with good quality. Later years they saw a decline, (as with many in the economy crisis) 
which led them to think “new”.  In their latest designs they have definitely stepped out of their 
comfort sone and gave their underwear a more daring and sexy design (4). Much like 
Muchachomalo has done many years before them with great success. 
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Muchachomalo uses also Facebook for communicating with fans and customers. The usage of 
social medias has lately become quite usual for making the respective brands more visible and is 
also a great portal for showing of products, and they have 677 members for the moment. 

So the way Muchachomalo shows their brand, in innovative, funny and daring ways is also 
something which may set a new standard in the underwear business. Bigger brand are copying 
and understand that the underwear business needs a makeover, and Muchachomalo has given it to 
them. 

Conclusion 
All in all we can say that the underwear branch is changing more the last 7 years than the last 20. 
People are more aware of what they wear and it is no longer seen as rebellion or offensive if you 
were something to separate yourself from the “norm”.  

The underwear business has as many others had its fluctuations on the market since the economic 
crisis has stepped in, but in many parts of the world it is a rising business while others not. China 
is the biggest manufacturer and user country and will probably stay put in this position many 
years to come. While in Scandinavia which is one of the main distributors of Muchachomalo, the 
underwear industry is going upwards and is very accepting to brand underwear which gives the 
customers the little extra. 

Underwear has seen major “upgrades” in design the last 100 years, for many the underwear will 
just be underwear, but because of a very fashion conscious society they want something more 
individual, something that is not boring and A4 seen in their eyes. And as my example of 
Muchachomalo I think will revolutionize the underwear we know and knew. As I mentioned, 
Bjorn Borg underwear is getting inspiration from Muchachomalo and saw a increase in sales 
quickly, which is also an indication that Muchachomalo is one of the leading brands in underwear 
in the 21st century. 

I am not saying that creators/producers such as Armani Underwear and other well known brands 
will lose the battle, but I am stating the inevitable that the business of underwear needs new 
blood. Someone that will take it to a more “personal” level and I personally think we will see 
more of Muchachomalo around the world in the closes future because they will personalize how 
we see underwear. 

In conclusion I would say that this induction to a small and relatively unknown brand will give 
awareness to the underwear, and it`s quite anonym industry. The business itself is fluctuating and 
will see changes in the closest future, and I think we can (or not) thank the designers at 
Muchachomalo for these changes. They tried something drastic and bold which has been noticed, 
they showed big brands and producers that small businesses shouldn’t be left out and they will 
revolutionize a rather dull business. 
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(1) 

The typical design on their 

underwear: Daring, Cool, 

Fresh, individualism, sensual. 

 

http://webshop.softwear.nl/

ArticleEdit/1445620992096/

90865-00000337 

(2) 

Referring to their HERO 

campaign which is highly 

visible on their Facebook 

page an homepage 

www.muchachomalo.com 

 

http://www.muchachomalo.

com/collection-

muchachomalo-underwear 

http://www.muchachomalo.com/
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(3) 

Referring to Armani`s simple 

way of showing colors in 

advertisements 

http://www.shoppingblog.co

m/blog/1200915 

 

(4) 

Referring to Bjorn Borg`s new 

design, looking very much 

like Muchachomalo. 

http://www.bjornborg.com/

webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/

Product2_10054_10111_254

664_-

1_11137___ProductDisplayEr

rorView 

 

http://www.shoppingblog.com/blog/1200915
http://www.shoppingblog.com/blog/1200915
http://www.bjornborg.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/Product2_10054_10111_254664_-1_11137___ProductDisplayErrorView
http://www.bjornborg.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/Product2_10054_10111_254664_-1_11137___ProductDisplayErrorView
http://www.bjornborg.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/Product2_10054_10111_254664_-1_11137___ProductDisplayErrorView
http://www.bjornborg.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/Product2_10054_10111_254664_-1_11137___ProductDisplayErrorView
http://www.bjornborg.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/Product2_10054_10111_254664_-1_11137___ProductDisplayErrorView
http://www.bjornborg.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/Product2_10054_10111_254664_-1_11137___ProductDisplayErrorView

